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MUTOH Wins  

4 Pinnacle Product Awards for 2023 

 

MUTOH America, Inc., a subsidiary of MUTOH INDUSTRIES, LTD. has been honored by 

PRINTING United Alliance for the 12th year in a row for product excellence and quality. 

Having received four new Pinnacle Product Awards, 2023 is a very exciting year for 

MUTOH. The Pinnacle Product Awards recognize products that improve or advance the 

printing industry with exceptional contributions to quality, capability, and productivity. 

Entries are evaluated by a highly qualified panel of judges from across the printing 

industry in more than 58 categories including analog, digital, output, and non-output. 

MUTOH is proud to have won four awards in the following output categories this year:  

• ValueJet 1638UH Mark II 64” UV-LED Hybrid Printer – UV/Latex Hybrid (under $100K) 

• XpertJet 661UF 19”x23” UV-LED Flatbed Printer – Tabletop Flatbed (Industrial/Small Item  

 Decoration) 

• XpertJet 1642WR Pro 64” in Dye-Sub Printer – Roll-to-Roll Dye-Sub on Textile (under $50K.) 

• XpertJet 1462UF 55" x 27" UV-LED Flatbed Printer – UV/Latex Hybrid (under $70K) 



MUTOH recently launched the XpertJet 1462UF at the beginning of this month, 

following its debut of this cutting-edge UV-LED Flatbed at ISA earlier this year. This 

printer builds upon the success of the XpertJet 661UF model, taking its capabilities to 

new heights. Boasting an expansive table dimension of 55" x 27", the XpertJet 1462UF 

commands attention within the industry. Whether you're exploring innovative 

ventures such as braille, awards, or home decor, or seeking to enhance your existing 

UV printing capabilities, the XpertJet 1462UF stands out as the ultimate solution.  

*ADA-compliant Braille printing is supported in North America. 

 

"We're extremely proud to have received four more Pinnacle Product Awards from 

PRINTING United Alliance for the 2023 year. These awards highlight our diverse 

contributions across various output technology categories. The transformative 

potential of the XpertJet 1462UF remains a steadfast assurance, empowering users to 

amplify profitability, broaden application horizons, and unlock novel market avenues." 

- Brian Phipps, GM and President of MUTOH America Inc.  

MUTOH has always taken great pride in the design and manufacturing of its made-in-

Japan quality products and top-notch service. MUTOH is committed to constant 

innovation and leading advancements in technology. 
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